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Vocabulary 

A. Fill in the blanks with the words given in the box. One word is extra. (2) 

 

 (shares_ essential_ burst _ pigeons _ duty) 

1. I think it is our -------------- to help the poor. 

 

2. The young girl-------------- in to tears on hearing of the death of her grandmother. 

 

3. He never -------------- her food with others. 

 

4. Have you fed -------------- in the Holy Shrine of Imam Reza in Mashhad? 

 

B. Match the words with the definitions. There is one extra definition. . (2) 

 

5. Forgive (     )                                    a.  Organize and put in order  

                                                                           

6. Bilingual (     )                                 b. to stop being angry with someone 

  

7. Jump into (     )                                c. Able to use two languages   

                                           

8. Arrange (     )                                   d. a lack of success in doing something 

 

                                                             e. suddenly decide to do something 

  

C. Fill in the blanks with your own words. The first letter of word has been given.  (1)  

 

9. Try to avoid foods that c-------------- a lot of fat. 

 

10. It's the part at the beginning of a book that gives a general idea of what it is about is called i-----------------. 

 

D. One odd out. (1) 

11. 1) look up           2) look after            3) care for                  4) take care of   

 

12. 1) boost               2) lower                  3) improve                 4) increase 

  

E. Make collocations by matching the words on the column A with the ones on the column B.( One on the right 

column is extra) . (2)                                              

_______A_______                       ________B_______ 

13. Hard (     )                                    a) into tear  

14. Spare (     )                                   b) order  

15. Burst (     )                                   c) no pain  

16. Keep (     )                                   d) of hearing                                        

                                                          e) a diary 
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F. Choose the best answer. (2) 

 

17. Coca Cola -------------- a lot of sugar.   

1) highlights           2)  figures          3) expands         4)  contains 

 

18. This new type of telescope -------------- images 16 times. 

 1) magnifies         2)  considers      3)compiles          4)  suggests  

 

19. I have an -------------- knowledge of English language that’s why I have decided to go to an English 

language institute.  

1) appropriate       2)  advanced      3)elementary       4)  effective  

 

20. Monica couldn’t -------------- what the teacher was talking about. 

 1)explain         2)  devote          3)stand for        4) figure out 

  

Grammar 

A. Choose the best answer. (2) 

 

21. I'll go restaurant tonight, -------------- I'll eat at home.   

1) or               2) but               3) so                4) and 

 

22. The suggestions -------------- they made in the meeting were valuable.  

1) who            2) whom          3) whose        4) which          

 

23. He never goes to the cinema, --------------?  

1) he does       2) doesn't he    3) does he       4) he doesn't 

 

24. The English language ------------- in a lot of countries nowadays. 

1) is speaking           2) is spoken                3) has spoken             4) was speaking 

 

B. combine the following sentences with (who, which, and whom) (2)  

 

25. I teach the boy English. He is very clever.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

 

26. That book is very comprehensive. It is about our history.   

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

 

Writing: (4 Points) 

A. Write the correct form of the words with scrambled letters.(1) 

 

27. My uncle went to his son and (gdgeuh) ------------- him. 

 

28. C is the (osmlby) ------------- for carbon.  

 

B. Make correct and meaningful sentences with the words given. (2) 

29. by / will / him / be / the letter / answered. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

30. for / important / is /isn't / elders / it / it /  us / very / our /  to respect / , ? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
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Reading Comprehension 

Cloze test 

A. Read the following passage and then choose the best choices. (3) 

 

A dictionary known as a wordbook, is a (31) ------------- of words in one or more specific languages, often 

arranged (32) ------------- which may contain information on definitions, usage, pronunciations, (33)  -------------

, etc.  Webster, an American dictionary of the English language, took 27 years to (34) -------------. Noam Webster 

as its compiler believed that English(35)  ------------- rules were unnecessarily complex, so his dictionary (36) --

----------- American English spellings, replacing "color" with "color", substituting "wagon" for "wagon" , and 

printing "center" instead of "center". 

 

31. 1) communication     2) collection             3) comprehension          4) construction  

 

32. 1) importantly           2) hopefully              3) surprisingly               4) alphabetically 

 

33. 1) writing                  2) spelling                3) sparing                       4) reading 

 

34. 1) contain                  2) appreciate             3) compile                     4) compete  

 

35. 1) transportation         2) translation          3) transition                    4) construction 

 

36. 1) introduced            2) communicated     3) concluded                   4) comprehended  

 

Reading Comprehension 

B. Read the passage and then answer the question. (4) 

 

One of the great men in my hometown that I will remember forever is Mr. Ghazvini who found a school which 

was one of the modern and best school in my city, Miyaneh. He donated all his money to found such a school 

that I hadn't dreamed. He himself had studied in this school many years ago. In contrast with my past school that 

was leaking (چکه کردن) all the time, it is modern and clean. Everything is good including air conditioner, boards, 

and educational technology. Every day, I stood in front of his picture in our school and thank him because of his 

kindness. I think it's our duty to appreciate him. Hopefully, his job has inspired most of the rich to do the jobs 

like this nowadays.  

 

37. What's the best title for the text? 

1) sense of appreciation          2) Mr. Ghazvini's childhood        3)generous people        4) building school 

 

38. What can be inferred from the text? 

1) Modern school is necessary for us.     2) We should build schools. 

3) we should remember our past .           4) the number of new schools built by generous people will increase.  

 

39. What does this refer to? 

1) city            2)Mr. Ghazvini             3) school        4)founding school  

 

40. What does found mean? 

1) modern       2) make           3)recognize           4)save 
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